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Montreal, May 30th, 2019 

(by email: ic.spectrumoperations-operationsduspectre.ic@canada.ca) 

Senior Director 

Spectrum Management Operations Branch 

Innovation, Science and Economic Development Canada 

235 Queen Street 

6th floor, East Tower 

Ottawa, Ontario 

K1A 0H5 

RE: Consultation on the Spectrum Licence Renewal Process for Non-Auctioned 

Broadband Radio Services (BRS) Licences 

(Canada Gazette, Part I, Gazette Notice DGSO-002-19, posted May 2019) 

 

Dear Sir / Madam, 

1. ECOTEL Inc. ("ECOTEL") is pleased to submit these comments to Canada’s Minister of 
Innovation, Science and Economic Development in response to the Consultation on 
the Spectrum Licence Renewal Process for Non-Auctioned Broadband Radio Services 
(BRS) Licences. 

2. ECOTEL is a registered Wireless Service Provider licensed in several areas across 
Canada to operate wireless LTE networks addressing markets in remote regions 
where other wireless service providers provide limited services. 

3. ECOTEL’s primary mission is to design, deploy and operate highly secured private LTE 
cellular networks targeted to mission critical and specialized industrial applications 
for the Oil, Mining and Utilities markets. 

4. Autonomous Truck control system, PLC and SCADA Services, Sensors/Flow meters, 
real time monitoring and Trucks Collision avoidance systems are just a few of these 
mission critical applications which benefit from the superior and advanced 
robustness, security, reliability and performance provided by the LTE wireless 
technology. 

5. ECOTEL is a pioneer in the 4.0 industry revolution, bringing the companies in the 
mining and oil industry into this new technological era and helping them to increase 
their efficiency and improve workers security. ECOTEL is allowing new generation of 
workers to remotely controlling mining equipment located 3 km underground. 
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ECOTEL is now exporting Canadian technologies and knowledge to industries 
operating in various countries.  

6. In addition to our industrial focus, ECOTEL also deploys and operates costs effective 
LTE cellular networks aimed at providing Data & Voice mobility services to remote & 
rural communities or enterprises. 

7. ECOTEL was granted the first subsidy from Federal and Provincial Governments to 
offer broadband services along the 155 road and in adjacent municipalities and 
communities in Haute-Mauricie and Lac-St-Jean. 

8. ECOTEL is continuously seeking access to new spectrum and, in addition to existing 
spectrum licenses owned, ECOTEL also negotiates spectrum subordination 
agreements with other carriers in different locations in Canada though so far with 
very limited success as described later in this submission. 

9. In regards to the present Consultation, ECOTEL is of the view no licenses should be 
renewed if the licensee cannot demonstrate they have real customers using the 
spectrum and that any license that does not comply with the conditions of license 
must be returned to ISED who should quickly make the unused spectrum available to 
other operators on a first come, first served rule. 

10. Also, most of the remote locations where ECOTEL is looking to deploy LTE 
infrastructure today do not have cellular coverage. Those locations are most of the 
time too far away from the densest areas within a tier-2 or tier-3 license and are not 
covered even when the tier-2 or tier-3 coverage license condition has been reached. 

11. As a result, the Department’s proposal to apply deployment levels per tier-3 by 
2025, though a good start, is not enough to stimulate the deployment in remote 
areas. Contrary to the 2500 band that was auctioned in 2015, the non-auctioned BRS 
licenses were allocated a long time ago, some 17 years ago. Licensees should not 
only have had the time to reach tier-2 level, they should be well prepared to reach 
tier-3 level in a short time frame, and then continue expanding their network to 
further reach tier-4 levels. 

12. As such, ECOTEL strongly recommends that the Department, as part of this renewal 
process, includes new deployment conditions per tier-4 license area. 

13. ECOTEL believes that implementing new deployment license conditions on the basis 
of tier-4 would be an incentive for carriers to either deploy, enter into agreement for 
subordination or transfer parts or the entirety of a tier-4 license area for which they 
have no business plans or that would be too far away for them to efficiently support. 
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14. ECOTEL believes ISED must start contemplating additional license conditions to 
facilitate or force subordination agreements between MNOs in locations where 
licensed spectrum is not put to use and even though the deployment condition 
within a license area is reached. This would allow other operators to take advantage 
of the unused spectrum and offer cellular services to public and industrial customers 
in rural and remote areas. 

15. ECOTEL reiterates that the Department must find a way to give access to the unused 
spectrum to other operators that would be willing to deploy in those unserved areas 
and do not have the spectrum to do so. 

16. Giving access to spectrum to smaller operators is what Canada needs to stimulate 
innovation in rural and remote areas. 

17. There is plenty of spectrum available in remote areas and there are no mechanisms 
to leverage the unused spectrum. 

18. Below are specific answers from ECOTEL to ISED's questions as per the Consultation 
on the Spectrum Licence Renewal Process for Non-Auctioned Broadband Radio 
Services (BRS) Licences. 

Q1. ISED invites comments on the proposal to renew non-auctioned BRS licences for 
which the conditions of licence have been met. 

19. ECOTEL is of the view that only licenses that have met all of their conditions should 
be renewed. Any license that does not comply with the conditions of license must be 
returned to ISED who should quickly make the unused spectrum available to other 
operators as Canadian customers in remote areas are deeply in need of coverage. 
Moreover, spectrum subordination should be mandated between MNOs in locations 
where the spectrum is available and unused. 

20. Any spectrum license not renewed and returned to ISED should be made available 
on a first come, first served rule with the proper license fees regime. 

21. Having said this, ISED must be vigilant when determining a deployment condition 
has been met. It is a known fact that some operators, in order not to lose their 
spectrum at the end of a license term, will turn on the frequencies on the minimum 
sites required to demonstrate they cover the required population and minimally 
meet their license conditions should they be ever asked to demonstrate. So, 
frequencies are minimally used, but there are no subscribers using it. This is what 
ECOTEL calls a “ghost network”. Some MNOs are renowned for this. ISED must not 
let large operators register ghost networks with no subscriber in order to minimally 
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fulfill their spectrum obligations. New methods are required to measure how 
frequencies are used and how many subscribers are using it. More stringent 
mechanisms and rules are required in order to avoid such situations. 

22. ECOTEL is of the view that no licenses should be renewed if the licensee cannot 
demonstrate they have real customers using the spectrum. 

23. ISED must ensure spectrum is used efficiently (with real customers) by large 
operators. ISED should also ask licensees if they received spectrum subordination 
requests for unused spectrum and how many were accepted… 

Q2. ISED invites comments on the proposal to renew non-auctioned BRS licences that 
have complied with their conditions of licence for a new term of 14 years, 
expiring March 31, 2035. 

24. ECOTEL understands ISED’s objective to align the term of the non-auctioned BRS 
licenses with the 2015-auctioned 2500 licenses. ECOTEL believes this is fair, but 
provided that deployment conditions be adjusted on a per tier-4 basis as per 
ECOTEL’s answer at Q3 below. 

25. Defining more stringent deployment conditions would allow that remote 
populations are covered way before this new 14-year term expires. 

26. Mandated subordination among MNOs should also be added as license condition as 
discussed later in this submission. 

Q3. ISED invites comments on the proposal to apply deployment levels at the Tier 3 
population coverage level (with the exception of Yukon, the Northwest Territories and 
Nunavut on a Tier 4 population coverage level) by March 31, 2025, as described above 
and provided in annex A. 

Licensees would also be required to meet minimum population coverage levels an 
ongoing basis until March 31, 2035. 

27. It is a well-known fact that rural and remote areas greatly suffer when it comes to 
cellular coverage. Most of the remote locations where ECOTEL is looking to deploy 
LTE infrastructure today do not have cellular coverage. Those locations are most of 
the time too far away from the densest areas within a tier-2 or tier-3 license and are 
not covered even when the tier-2 or tier-3 license deployment condition has been 
reached (or appears to be reached through “ghost network” as per ECOTEL’s answer 
to Q1 above). 

https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/smt-gst.nsf/eng/sf11509.html#sA
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28. As a result, the Department’s proposal to apply deployment levels per tier-3 by 
2025, though a good start, is not enough to stimulate the deployment in remote 
areas. 

29. Contrary to the 2500 band that was auctioned in 2015, the non-auctioned BRS 
licenses were allocated a long time ago, some 17 years ago. Licensees should not 
only have had the time to reach tier-2 level, they should be well prepared to reach 
tier-3 level in a short time frame, and then continue expanding their network to 
further reach tier-4 levels. 

30. As such, ECOTEL strongly recommends that the Department, as part of this renewal 
process, includes new deployment conditions per tier-4 license area. Implementing 
new deployment license conditions on the basis of tier-4 would be an incentive for 
carriers to either deploy, enter into agreement for subordination or transfer parts or 
the entirety of a tier-4 license area for which they have no business plans or that 
would be too far away for them to efficiently support. 

31. In addition, with non-auctioned BRS licenses being renewed until 2035, if ISED does 
not add tier-4 deployment conditions, there will be no incentives for MNOs to cover 
rural and remote areas for another 16 years from today. In a world of rapid 
technology evolution, 16 years is way too long. 

32. Time is of the essence here. ECOTEL has customers in remote areas waiting to have 
cellular coverage due to the lack of available spectrum. ECOTEL also presently has 
customers in the provinces of British Columbia and Quebec that are just waiting for 
spectrum in the 2.5 GHz band to be available for them. 

33. If ECOTEL could access spectrum in those regions, spectrum that we know and can 
demonstrate is not used, ECOTEL could offer much needed services to those 
customers now. 

34. As such, ECOTEL is of the view that ISED must start contemplating additional license 
conditions to facilitate or force subordination agreements in locations where 
licensed spectrum is not put to use and even though the deployment condition 
within a license area would already be reached. This would certainly contribute to 
offer coverage in the most remote parts of our country within a shorter time frame. 
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Q4. ISED invites comments on the proposed conditions of licence for new BRS licences 
issued through this renewal process as set out in annex B. 

35. ECOTEL does not have further comments on the other proposed conditions of 
license. 

36. Having said this, as per ECOTEL’s answer to Q3 above, ISED must start contemplating 
additional license conditions to facilitate or force subordination agreements in 
locations where licensed spectrum is not put to use and even though the 
deployment condition within a license area would already be reached. 

37. That MNOs can hold on unused valuable spectrum and block smaller operators that 
want to innovate is totally unacceptable. Again, recently, ECOTEL tried in multiple 
occasions to subordinate spectrum from larger MNOs in rural and remote areas and 
they all refused at each occasion without reasons. 

38. In fact, ECOTEL only succeeded once in subordinating spectrum from another 
operator and this was only due to political pressure (La Tuque project). 

39. In a demand made by ECOTEL to a large MNO and that was initially refused, that 
MNO claimed that subordinating their spectrum to ECOTEL would generate 
interference to their nearby sites. After verification, ECOTEL discovered that the site 
that the MNO is afraid to be interfered is somewhat 800 km away from ECOTEL’s 
planned site. 

40. ECOTEL made a subordination request in May 2019 to another large MNO for using 
their non-auctioned 2500 MHz band in some regions ECOTEL knows the spectrum is 
absolutely not used. Not used 17 years after they got the license! ECOTEL received a 
refusal from that large MNO without justification. 

41. ECOTEL made the same request for the 2500Mhz band to two other MNOs and 
never received a single response. This is unacceptable.  

42. And in the rare occasions when ECOTEL would receive an answer, it is often a refusal 
without any justification. A typical answer is “We have reviewed your request. 
Unfortunately, at this time, [MNO] is not in a position to subordinate the requested 
spectrum”. 

43. That kind of refusals with that kind of no justification or unjustified and 
unreasonable excuses is commonplace. Moreover, the spectrum in question is either 
PCS, Cellular 850 and non-auctioned 2500, spectrum that MNOs received without 
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having to pay through a spectrum auction. Today, they do not use this spectrum in 
locations of interest to ECOTEL, still, they do not want anybody to use it. Just 
unacceptable. 

44. Giving access to spectrum to smaller operators is what Canada needs to stimulate 
innovation in rural and remote areas and ECOTEL will continue to hammer this same 
message: subordination should be mandated and specifically addressed with the 
right rules. Our industrial customers, that are actively requesting for spectrum, are 
asking what ISED can do to prevent a lock down of the spectrum by larger MNOs. 
There is plenty of spectrum available in remote areas where our customers are 
located and there are no mechanisms to leverage the unused spectrum.  

45. For ECOTEL, there is only one solution to this: mandate spectrum subordination and 
have it included in the license conditions. Subordination must also become an 
obligation for regions that are still not covered after a certain number of years and, 
again, even though the MNO has reached the license deployment condition, or in 
other words, the MNO has only covered the most urban areas out of any license 
area or did the minimum to reach the deployment condition and sit on its spectrum 
for another 14 years. 

46. ECOTEL thanks the Department for the opportunity to provide these comments. 

 

Yours truly, 

 

Éric L'Heureux 

President and CEO 


